24th of November

8.30 - 9.00 Registration

9.00 - 9.30 Opening session (Room 40.035)

9.30 - 11.00 Panel 1. Trust and the economy (Room 40.035)

- Institutional and Interpersonal Trust in Times of Crisis, the Case of Greece 2002-2011
  Heikki Ervasti (University of Turku), Takis Venetoklis (University of Turku), Antti-Jussi Kouvo (University of Eastern Finland)

- The Buffer of Support: Do Young Generations Resist the Crises?
  Mónica Ferrín (Universidad de Zurich & Collegio Carlo Alberto)

- The Effects of Economic and Democratic Performance on Satisfaction with Democracy – A Comparative Panel Study
  Pablo Christmann (RECSM, UPF)

- When Will People Pay to Pollute? Environmental Taxes, Political Trust, and Experimental Evidence from Britain
  Malcolm Fairbrother (University of Bristol)

9.30h - 11.00 Panel 2. Trust in institutions around the globe (Room 40.S16)

- Digging in the Latin Americans relation with their political institutions
  Michele Lobina (University Sapienza of Rome), Marco Bottone (Banca d’Italia)

- Trust in institutions in the Arab-Mediterranean Youth
  Teresa Queralt (Universitat Pompeu Fabra), Wiebke Weber (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

  Tuba Bircan (HIVA - Research Institute for Work and Society, University of Leuven)

- Is institutional confidence in Canada declining? A longitudinal analysis
  Isabelle Valois (Université de Montréal)
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11.00 - 11.30 Coffee break

11.30 - 1.00 Panel 3. Methodological aspects (Room 40.S16)
- Question-order effects and trust in politicians in plurinational contexts
  Raul Tormos (CEO, Barcelona)
- Trust in Government. Towards a theoretically informed measurement model
  Christopher Starke (Münster University), Frank Marcinkowski (Münster University)
- Explaining political trust after correction for measurement error
  Wiebke Weber (RECSM, UPF), Willem Saris (RECSM, UPF)
- An analysis of the polls of Venezuela’s 2012 Presidential Elections: Multiply imputing electoral preference from non-disclosers
  Carlos Lagorio (University of Essex, Institute for Social and Economic Research (ISER))

11.30 - 1.00 Panel 4. Trust and the winner-loser gap (Room 40.035)
- Political trust and support in diverse democracies
  Anaïd Flesken (University of Bristol), Jakob Hartl (University of Bristol)
- Does economic and political performance bridge the winner-loser gap in political support? A cross-national and longitudinal analysis of thirty European countries between 2002 and 2015
  Sergio Martini (Universitat Pompeu Fabra), Mario Quaranta (LUISS University)
- Models of democratic institutions and citizens’ attachment to democracy
  Irene Palacios Brihuega (European University Institute)
- The Winner Takes It All: The Effect of Direct Democracy on Citizens’ Satisfaction and Political Trust Revisited: Exploring the Causal Mechanism.
  Sofie Marien (University of Leuven, University of Amsterdam), Anna Kern (University of Leuven)

1.00 - 2.30 Lunch
2.30 - 4.00 **Panel 5. Social media, online activism and political participation (Room 40.035)**

- What Signals Are You Sending? Politicians’ usage of online media for the constructions of self-image
  
  Tamar Ashuri (Tel-Aviv University)

- The slacktivism crossroad: empowerment or disaffection?
  
  Carolina Galais (Universitat Oberta de Catalunya), Eva Anduiza (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)

- Propensity to vote in the UK referendum: A study on the relationship between voter behavior on and off
  
  Bartira Lins (Federal University of Pernambuco, UFPE/Brazil), Diego Oliveira (Escola Superior de Propaganda e Marketing (ESPM/Brazil))

- Citizen Participation, Social Media Use, and the Shift in Political Trust: Results from a European Survey
  
  Maren Beaufort (Austrian Academy of Sciences), Josef Seethaler (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

2.30 - 4.00 **Panel 6. Trust in and support for politicians (Room 40.S16)**

- Facts are for losers. The effect of exposed dishonesty on trust in politicians during the US presidential campaign 2016
  
  Hannah Werner (Centre for Political Research, University of Leuven; AISSR, University of Amsterdam)

- Distrusting politicians, supporting alternative decision-making processes
  
  Pau Alarcón (UPF, UB), José Luis Fernández (IESA-CSIC) and Joan Font (IESA-CSIC)

  
  Carlos Elordi, (Director of Advanced Analytics)

- The Corrosive Effect of Corruption on Trust in Politicians: Evidence From a Natural Experiment.
  
  Macarena Ares (European University Institute), Enrique Hernández (European University Institute)
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4.00 - 4.30  Coffee break

4.30 - 6.00  Panel 7. Trust in the media, trust and the media (Room 40.516)

- *Which frames for political trust? Politainment and the creation of Trust in Politics and Politicians*

  Eva Pujadas (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

- *The journalist as missing link? Journalists’ perspective on trust in political institutions*

  Nina Steindl (LMU Munich)

- *Do you trust your watchdog? The Challenges of Measuring Trust in the News Media*

  Trevor Tompson (Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research, University of Chicago), Jennifer Benz (NORC, University of Chicago), David Sterrett (NORC, University of Chicago), Tom Rosenstiel (The American Press Institute), Jeff Sonderman (The American Press Institute), Kevin Loker (The American Press Institute)

- *Democracy or coup? Twitter narrative disputes in Brazil*

  Ariadne Santiago (University of Brasilia), Tayrine dos S. Dias (University of Brasilia)

4.30 - 6.00  Panel 8. Political Trust in Perspective: National and International Comparisons (Room 40.035)

Chair: Frederick C. Turner (University of Connecticut)

- *Fractured trust hollowed spirit and changing times erode worldwide belief in democracy: analysis based on global polling data.*

  Ijaz Shafi Gilani and Umer Gilani

- *Trust and Cultural Change in Argentina and Latin America*

  Marita Carballo (Voices Research and Consultancy, Argentina)

- *Guatemalan anticorruption movement: winners and losers of trust and legitimacy*

  Adriana Thomas (Universidad Francisco Marroquín, Guatemala City)

- *The effect of context-level volatility on specific and diffuse political trust in Western Democracies: A multi-level study.*
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Remko Voogd (University of Amsterdam)
   -  The effects of regional attachment on ideological self-placement: A comparative approach

Carol Galais (UOC, Barcelona), Ivan Serrano (UOC)

25th of November

9.00 - 9.30 Registration

9.30 - 11.00 Panel 9. Determinants of trust (Room 40.035)
   - Why do(n’t) we trust in Government? An empirical Investigation of four different Trust Reasons
   Frank Marcinkowski (Münster University), Christopher Starke (Münster University)

   - Trust in the European Union. The Moderating Effect of the Information Environment
   Anna Brosius (University of Amsterdam), Claes de Vreese (University of Amsterdam), Erika van Elsas (University of Amsterdam), Andreas Goldberg (University of Geneva), Franziska Marquart (University of Vienna)

   - Are Citizens Becoming more “Critical”? A Comparative Analysis of Politics trust across time in Europe and Latin America
   Mariano Torcal (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) and Matias Bargsted (P. Universidad Católica de Chile)

   - Confidence in Judicial Institutions in Europe
   Michele Sapignoli (University of Bologna)

   - Blame where it is due? - The impact of responsibility perceptions on the link between performance evaluation and political support
   Lisanne de Blok (University of Amsterdam), T.W.G. (Tom) van der Meer (University of Amsterdam), Wouter van der Brug (University of Amsterdam)

9.30 - 11.00 Panel 10. Political trust: measurement considerations (Room 40.516)
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- Assessing Political Trust Measurement Equivalence: A longitudinal European analysis
  Diana Zavala-Rojas (RECSM, UPF), André Pirralha (RECSM, UPF)

- Beyond Institutional Confidence: Measuring Trust across Political, Social, and Economic Life in America
  Trevor Tompson (Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research, University of Chicago), Jennifer Benz (NORC, University of Chicago), Dan Malato (NORC, University of Chicago)

- Political trust as a variable or as a process? - A methodological question
  Wolfgang Knorn (Leopold-Franzens-University Innsbruck)

11.00 - 11.30 Coffee break

11.30 - 1.00 Panel 11. Electoral consequences of political trust and support (Room 40.S16)

- Inside-out or outside-in? Turnout and the interplay between the duty to vote and social pressure
  André Blais (Université de Montréal), Carol Galais (UOC, Barcelona)

- The untapped potential of young people in European Elections
  Chris Hanley (TNS opinion), Nicolas Becuwe (TNS)

- Revisiting the Protest Voting Hypothesis: An Empirical Analysis At The EU Level
  Stefano Camatarri (Università degli Studi di Milano (University of Milan))

- Explaining vote for populist anti-political establishment parties: the impact of the political trust, the economic and the political context
  Danilo Serani (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

1.00 - 2.30 Lunch (Cafeteria)

2.30 - 4.00 Panel 12. Political trust and the public (Room 40.035)

- Life Satisfaction and Political Trust – Why Happy Citizens Are Good for Democracy
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Peter Esaiasson (University of Gothenburg), Stefan Dahlberg (University of Gothenburg), Andrej Kokkonen (University of Gothenburg)

- Political rhetoric and conceptions of nationhood

Anaïd Flesken (University of Bristol), Markus Hadler (Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia)

2.30 - 4.00 Panel 13. Political consequences of trust (Room 40.516)

- Outraged movement messages and new political forces video content in 2016 Spanish elections: outraging political distrust or increasing it?

Joan E. Ubeda (Universitat Politècnica de València and Universitat de València)

- Are French dissatisfied democrats, critical citizens? Understanding the dimensionality of political trust and support for democracy in France

Bruno Cautrès (CEVIPOF- Sciences Po)

- Trustworthiness and Competence in Candidate Evaluations – Evidence from seven democracies

Alexander Bor (Aarhus University), Lasse Laustsen (Aarhus University)

- Decline and Alignment of Political Trust in light of Increasing Economic Inequality

Matthias Fatke (LMU Munich), Daniela Braun (LMU Munich)